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Rahman Foundation

We are united by a shared vision of creating a better world. Through the power of free crowdfunding, we pool our efforts and resources to transform lives and bring hope to those in need.

Start a fundraiser - it's FREE



523,000 +

Fundraisers




50 Lakh + 

Raised




2.2 Lakh +

Donations







Donate Now 

Start Donation to Save Lives

With your support, countless children will receive health care and a happy life. Start your monthly donation today. 
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Start Donation to Save Lives

With your support, countless children will receive health care and a happy life. Start your monthly donation today. 
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About Us

It's Not How Much We Give But How Much Love We Put Into Giving.

Since our inception, we have been actively involved in the welfare of the society. From Zakat Distribution and donation to providing financial and emergency aid, we have ensured that we can step up as a community to help those in need. Our educational endeavors, youth training, Dawah and other efforts have resulted in a significant contribution towards turning social challenges into opportunities for sustainable and universal reforms.
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Trending Fundraisers

View the fundraisers that are most active right now












TAX BENEFITS
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Empower Lives: Rahman Foundation's Zakat Fundraiser
Started From - 29 Mar 2024



RF


by Rahman Foundation 



 Sadaqah Zakat


₹35,28,490
raised out of ₹50,00,000



71%





access_time60 Days Left


favorite
1366 Supporters





Donate Now 












TAX BENEFITS
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Human Welfare Center
Started From - 06 Jun 2022



RF


by Rahman Foundation 



 Lillah


₹25,07,384
raised out of ₹7,15,29,329



4%





access_time60 Days Left


favorite
376 Supporters





Donate Now 













View More 










Success Stories
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Mehrunnisa


Dear Rahman Foundation, 


From the bottom of our hearts, thank you! Your support is a lifesaver. We can't thank you enough for giving Grandma Mehrunnisa a chance to fight.



With deepest gratitude,



Muzammil Shaikh (Grandson of Mehrunnisa)
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Mohd. Kaif


Dear Rahman Foundation,
I want to say a big thank you for helping me with my studies. Your support means a lot to me and my family. With your help, I can keep going to college for my pharmacy degree.
Your kindness takes a big weight off our shoulders. I feel more determined and hopeful about the future. I am lucky to have the Rahman Foundation helping me, and I thank everyone who made this possible.
Your support is not just about education; it's about making life better for my family and our community.
Thank you,
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Sana and Azhar


We are immensely grateful to the Rahman Foundation for turning our dreams into reality. Their generous support, along with the heartfelt contributions from donors, not only covered the costs of Sana's surgery but brought immeasurable hope and joy to our family with the safe arrival of our precious baby. The foundation's and donors' combined impact is nothing short of miraculous, and we thank them from the bottom of our hearts for being beacons of light during this significant chapter in our lives.


With sincere appreciation,


Sana, and Azhar
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Danish Irfan Shah


I want to say a big thanks to the Rahman Foundation. They helped me make my dream of studying Diploma in Pharmacy come true. Even though I have a physical disability and money was tight, they gave me a hand. Now, I'm studying Pharmacy and really going for it. Your support can give hope to others like me. Rahman Foundation, you've made things so much easier for me. Thank you, from the bottom of my heart.
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Salim Makbul Shaikh


I was dying, but Rahman Foundation saved my life.
I was diagnosed with kidney failure a few years ago. My family didn't have the money to afford a renal transplant, and I was facing the prospect of dying. I was scared and alone, and I didn't know what to do.
One day, I heard about Rahman Foundation, a charity that helps people. I reached out to them, and they were immediately helpful. They assessed my situation and determined that I was a good candidate for a renal transplant. They then helped me with the cost of the surgery.
I had my transplant last month, and I'm doing great now. I'm so grateful to Rahman Foundation for saving my life. I wouldn't be here today without them.
Your donation to Rahman Foundation can help save lives. Please Donate today.






















Testimonials

What people are saying about Rahman Foundation
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ASHUTOSH KUMAR

Thane



Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book.
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SANJAY GUPTA

Mumbai



Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book.
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Start Monthly Donation


×







Zakat Donations are not accepted for Masjid Construction




Please Name





Please Enter






Please Name





Please Name




₹500/mo

₹1000/mo

₹1500/mo

₹2000/mo

Other








₹


 Please Enter








Total Amount: ₹500/mo








Contribute Now





















 




 Start a Free Fundraiser 














CONTACT US










Rahman Foundation 
 Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India. 











+91 9700833833










 [email protected]
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List Of Institutions Under Rahman foundation



	I.W.I.I.S (Mahad ul Imam)
	Darul Uloom Imame Rabbani
	Madarsa Dare Arqam (Lucknow)
	Nomani Institute of Learning for Girls
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AC Products and Repair
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Raise A Complaints
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Book A Service
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Create An Account


×









Please Enter Name






Please Enter 10 Digit Indian Mobile Number






Please Enter Email Id




Register







 

By Signing Up You Agree To Our Terms And Conditions And Privacy Policy.



Already Have An Account? Log In
















Verify Mobile!


×




Please enter OTP code we sent via SMS:
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Change Phone Number? Change
















Login Verify Mobile!
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Please enter OTP code we sent via SMS:
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Change Phone Number? Change















Please wait while we are processing...
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